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Context
To satisfy requirements of the Industrial and Tactile Internet applications regarding very low latencies (for applications using augmented reality or haptic
interactions in domains such as culture, healthcare and robotics), academics and
industry experts advocate for moving from large, centralized infrastructures to
federations of smaller ones massively distributed at the edge of the network. In
other words, these infrastructures envision to put resources as close as possible to the clients consuming them. To favor the adoption of this decentralized
model (referred to as “Fog/Edge Computing”), the development of a system
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in charge of turning a complex and diverse network of resources into a global
unified infrastructure is mandatory. The architecture of such an infrastructure
is currently an open research topic.
Towards this goal, the Discovery initiative [2], led by Inria, gathers both academic, industrial partners (from Orange) and network infrastructure providers
(from Renater). More broadly speaking, the Discovery project is active in the
OpenStack [1] Community which gathers a larger audience from Cloud operators
to large telecommunication companies.
The applications targeted by the next generation of utility computing platforms advocated by the Discovery project need to cope with several dimensions
brought by the users: they need to experience very low-latency interactions with
the service hosted on the platform, while being mobile and geographically dispersed. As a consequence, a static placement of the applications and its service
components is no longer suitable. This placement must now be dynamic and
self-adapting while keeping a certain level of quality of services for the users.

Detailed Description
Few close problems have been addressed recently by the Discovery project
around locality-awareness in VM placement (without dynamic adaptation) [5]
or distributing OpenStack’s database [4].
For the sake of illustration, let us consider the placement provided in Figure 1. A service located in Rennes accepts queries. At some point in time, the
set of clients of this service tend to be geographically far from Rennes, calling
for migration of the service closer to the client. Note that the Rennes-based
service rely on some other service in Lille.
A new possible configuration that may improve delays and network utilization is displayed in Figure 2. In these new settings, the service has been migrated
to some place minimizing the average delay between it and its clients (say in
some cluster in Clermont-Ferrand).

Internship activity
This internship mixes a conceptual work about modeling the targeted platforms, specifying constraints to be tackled and designing distributed algorithms
with development and (large-scale) experimentation to validate the conceptual
contributions of the internship.
The envisioned phases of the internship are the following:
1. Devise a model of the targeted platform taking mobility and geographic
dispersion into account
2. Design dynamic placement strategies minimizing average delay over the
platform while being resilient to mobility
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Figure 1: Initial placement of services and clients over the resources.

Figure 2: Placement of services and clients after reconfiguration.
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3. Validate the algorithms defined over a real testbed such as the nation-wide
Grid’5000 experimental platform [3]
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